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M340 EGD Application Note

Using the Read_Var Function Block

Introduction

The M340 can be programmed to direct a Read or Write_Var request through the 
M340 EGD to read and write data to Modbus Plus nodes. This application example 
details how this is done.

Read_Var Example

This example directs a Read_Var to read 10 words at starting register 400300 from 
Modbus Plus node address 2. The M340 EGD Ethernet interface address is 
192.168.1.50.
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ADDM Block

The ADDM block is used for convenient addressing. The block converts a string 
address into a 5 byte array which can be tied to the input of the Read_Var. The 
Read_Var is the block that actually executes the read function. There are other 
variations of the ADDM block, this is just one example. For additional information, 
refer to the Help available in Unity regarding this block.

The format shown is:

'CPU_CoPro{192.168.1.50}2'

Note the use of apostrophes and braces in the address syntax.

‘CPU_CoPro{192.168.1.50}2’
CPU_CoPro represents the network name assigned in the Unity communications 
network. This directs the block to reference which PLC interface will be used for 
the read.
‘CPU_CoPro{192.168.1.50}2’
In the braces is the IP address of the Ethernet device or the M340 EGD if you are 
directing the Read_Var to read from Modbus Plus devices. In this case the IP 
address of the M340 EGD is 192.168.1.50
‘CPU_CoPro{192.168.1.50}2’
The 2 outside the braces represents the Modbus Plus address of the device you 
wish to communicate. In this case the address is Modbus Plus node 2.

Read_Var Block

Inputs
ADR
ADR receives in input string with the addressing parameters from the ADDM 
block described above.
OBJ
The data type you want to read:

%MW for word
%M for bits
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NUM
The starting memory address to read on the slave/remote device. In this 
example, the read requests 10 words from the slave are starting register address 
300.
NB
The number of registers to read.
GEST
A 4 byte register array of management parameters that describe the current 
communication and operation status. See Unity Help for details on how the status 
is decoded.

Routing from Ethernet to Modbus Plus with Read_Var or Write_Var

The M340 EGD routing table can also be used to route read and write requests 
across Modbus Plus network bridges. Simply use the Modbus Plus address value in 
the ADDM address block and edit the destination data in the routing table. The 
routing table will serve as an index.

Example: ‘CPU_CoPro{192.168.1.50}2’

The routing table will take the read to node 2 and redirect it using the routing table 
values. A Read_Var sent to Modbus Plus node 2 in this example is routed to a 
Modbus Plus bridge at node 13, onto another Modbus Plus network. Then it is 
routed to another Modbus Plus bridge at destination node 6.

13 6 22 0 0
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